Infrastructure Engineer (f/m), Munich
As part of our platform team you will work on our next generation of infrastructure,
including our TV monitoring system, which allows us to detect TV ads in real-time across
hundreds of channels around the globe. The new infrastructure will host our highly
available distributed system.
Who We Are
wywy is a young adtech company based in the center of Munich with offices in New York and London. We
develop and operate TV analytics solutions that enable advertisers to analyze the impact of their TV
campaigns on their websites and apps.
Your Responsibilities
● Solve problems that impact our system (have you ever heard of sun outages?) and build automation
to prevent recurrence
● Design, craft, operate and troubleshoot the next generation of our infrastructure and systems in an
agile team setting
● Improve our infrastructure from hardware all the way up to the services and write software to
increase the overall availability, scalability, latency and efficiency
Within the first week, you will have pushed your first assignment into production. Within a month, you will
have held your first tech talk. Within a year, you will be the new table football champion or have stopped
playing it months ago.
What We’re Looking For
Minimum qualifications:
● A degree in computer science or a related technical field, or equivalent practical experience
● Experience in one or more of: Go, Python, Ruby, or scripting experience in Shell
● Experience operating Linux/Unix systems from kernel to shell
● Experience with configuration management systems like puppet
● Very good English language skills, German language skills a plus
● Must be eligible to work in the European Union
Preferred qualifications:
● Expertise in automation of servers, instances and systems from the first provisioning to canary
deploys
● Expertise in operating a hybrid system, running on bare metal, private- and public clouds
If you think that you would be a good fit for our team and our culture matches the way you want to work,
you are welcome to send us an email with the subject “Infrastructure Engineer” to Mr. Stefan Modl
(stefan.modl@wywy.com).
More information: http://wywy.com/news/wywy-dev-behind-scenes/

